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This assessment report covers sixteen claims optioned by 

Noranda Exploration Company, Limited from Paul J, Dubenskl. 

These claims are: K273821-K273826; K314923-K314932. Also 

covered were six claims staked by Noranda: K351873-K351878.

The claim group is in Dogpaw Lake area, Kenora Mining 

Division.

ACCESSIBILITY

Access can be gained either by aircraft from Nestor Falls 
to Flint Lake or by road to Whitefish Bay Indian Reserve and 

then by snowmobile eight miles via Dogpaw Lake to Flint Lake, 

In summer this area is reached by boat travelling east along 

the North shore of Dogpaw Lake to the west side of Caviar Lake 
and then turning south down Caviar Lake into Flint Lake,

Whitefish Bay Indian Reserve is reached via Highway #71 

and then turning four miles south of Sioux Narrows and travel 

ling east for approximately three miles,

GENERAL GEOLOGY

This area consists mainly of a series of felsic to inter 

mediate tuffs with some lapilli tuffs. There are four gabbro
i 

intrusives fairly well defined but much of the area is covered V.

by swamp_ and contacts are hard to pin down. There are numerous 

shear zones in the northern sector,

\iThe structure of the rock is in an east-west direction, W
\\ 

curving to the south-south-west on the southernmost cJLaims,

Generally the dip of the rock in the claim block is near vertical.



LINECUTTING

Near the southern end of the claim group there is a change 

in the regional strike direction and two grids were necessary 

to outline anomalous features.

In the northern portion of the claim block the baseline 

was put in at 264  azimuth and wing lines are 200* apart... Sta 

tions were picketed at JLOO* intervals. At the extreme west and 

east ends of the baseline detail lines 100* apart were out,

On the southern area a baseline was established at 220  

j^zimutJL. Wing lines were cut 400* apart with stations at 100* 
intervals.

ELECTROMAGNETIC AND MAGNETIC SURVEYS

PJJRP.OSE

To follow shear zones for possibilities of gold content.

COMPANY CONDUCTING THE SURVEY

Geophysical operators employed by Noranda Exploration Com 
pany, Limited did the survey under supervision of Peter G. Cooper, 

Geophysicist, who planned and is responsible for the survey.

INSTRUMENT & SENSITIVITY

The Electromagnetic Survey, was carried out using the Crone 
Electromagnetic Unit (C.E.M.K This unit is manufactured by 

Crone Geophysics Limited.

The survey data is obtained by a two man crew. Each man 

is equipped with a coil capable of receiving and transmitting,



and a power supply of three 6 volt batteries. The crew uses the 
"Horizontal Shootback E.M." method of surveying. One man trans-
^ ^("'    ' '"" " " "'^^^^^ - "" ' ' ' " "  ^^^*"*«*""»

mits while the other man receives, and then the procedure is 

reversed at the same station. The coil operates at frequencies 

of 5010 Hz., 1830 Hz., and 390 Hz.

The magnetic field (primary field) caused by an alternating 
current in the transmitting coil induces an alternating current 
into any conductive medium within the range of the magnetic field. 
The conductive medium emits its own magnetic field (secondary 
field), and the combination of these two fields (primary and 
secondary) produces a resultant magnetic field. When the plane 
of the receiving coil is positioned in the direction of the 
resultant field, there is a minimal amount of current induced 
into the coil, and there is a minimum indication on the field 
strength meter set within the receiving coil. The dip angle is 
read from the clinometer when the receiving coil is in this 
position. After the two men have reversed this procedure and 
they each have taken a reading at the same location, the readings 
are added together to obtain a resultant dip angle. When the 
readings cancel each other out and the resultant dip angle is 
zero, then there is not any subsurface conductivity. But when 
the resultant dip angle is +5 or greater then an anomaly exists 
and detailed readings are taken, A detailed survey necessitates 
readings on at least two different frequencies.

This shootbar.l^ method helps to eliminate effects due to 
topographical relief and coil misorientation. The readings are 
plotted always at the "chief's position" which is either to the 
north or east of the helper depending on the direction of the 
lines.

A V,L«F, survey was conducted using the Scintrex Scopas



SE 80 V.L.F. unit. This instrument is a one man E.M. instrument 

utilizing low frequency radio waves transmitted from military 

transmitters situated around the globe,

A station in the same direction as the geological strike 

is chosen in order to give a maximum coupling with the conduc 
tor. The direction of the magnetic component of the transmitted 

field is horizontal and perpendicular to the geological strike. 

The field direction and thus the traverse direction is perpendi 

cular to the transmitted location.

The Stopge measures the secondary field generated by conduc 

ting bodies when they are subjected to the transmitted field. 
This measurement is in terms of dip angles. The dip angles are 

read every jO feet^ along the cut lines. These dip angles are 

then filtered using the "Fraser Filter Effect", and the positive 

values are contoured. The positive peaks pin point the anomal 
ous locations.

The magnetometer survey was conducted at the same time as 
the E.M, with equally qualified personnel using a McPhar Flux- 

gate Magnetometer,

The same grid was used with readings every 100. feet, this 
being reduced to 50 foot readings over anomalous areas.

The idea of the survey was to give additional information 
to the E.M, survey,

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

There are three main areas in the claim block areas A, B t 
and C, which contain conductors. They are grouped according 
to their geological interpretation.



In this area there are a series of east-west striking con 

ductor^ which extend off our claims. It is difficult to de 

finitely distinquish possible shear zones because of edge and 

topographic effects but there are five zones of interest t zones 
I-V.

Zone I_appears to be due to a shear zone in the felsic 

volcanics and could be a continuation of a zone which conforms 

to the shoreline of Flint Lake. Magnetometer readings show a 

structural change in this zone.

Zone II is an isolated conductor shown by drilling to be 

a gold bearing felsic tuff. Magnetics gave no further informa 

tion on this zone.

Zone III is a moderately conductive area in felsic tuff 

with indicated shearing. This zone possibly has a connection 

with zone II. Again, magnetics do not help us.

Zones IV and V appear to be continuations of the general 

east-west conductive shear zones but no gold has been found in 

the felsic volcanics.

.AREA

There are three zones of possible conductors in this area, 

zones I-III.

Zone I is due probably to a combination of a fault zone 

and topography. This area is in felsic tuffs and a volcanic- 

gabbro intrusive contact. Magnetics pick up the more magnetic 

gabbro.

Zones IT and Illare again most likely due to faulting and 

topography. They are in intermediate volcanic rocks.



AREA^C"

A small but distinct conductor was picked up by the C.E.M. 
survey on L28S, 16 + SOW, Detailed vertical loop E,M, confirmed 

its presence but showed it to be a very weak and small conductor. 
There was no magnetic correlation.

On most of the south lines, excellent response was received 

near the baseline using medium frequency C.E.M, but negligible 

response on the low frequency. This is most likely due to lake 
bottom effects,

CONCLUSION

A drilling program is continuing on this claim group to 

test the possible continuation of the gold bearing shear zones 

in area "A".

Submitted by,

Douglas R. Eaton, 
February 22, 1974. Geophysicist,
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